
Relations

*= (1, 2,33, B = 54, 5, 6, 73.

*

as a set: R IAXB. For all xt A, yz B, xRy 2) (x,y) ER.

e.g., R = ((1. 4), (1.5), (2.6), 33.733. Then, 1R4 = T,

2R6 =T. 3R6 = F, 1RT = F.

#
as a matrix: represent elements of A as rows, represent

elements of B as columns. Each entry is TRUE if the corresponding
elements are related.

e.g., 4 5 6 T

& T

↑
↑

I
FI2 F F

3 FF
I
#

as a directed graph: represent elements of A and B as

Vertices. x Ry <- there is an edge from x to y

e.g., A B

O
-

⑫ ⑤

·os



- I

Ireverse"FfCevyERFOYDeeERze1ex3ER
e.g., R = ((1.4), (1.5), 12.6), 13,73,

&= 9(4.11, 35, 1), (6.2), 37,333.

From a matrix perspective: the matrix corresponding to Ris the pose

of the matrix corresponding to R.

e.g., 4 5 6 3

#F
R 2 F F T F, R 5 T F F

I

↑
T T F F

I 4

↑
T

F T
!& FF F T 6 F

ET

From a graph perspective: reversing the direction of all edges
in the graph corresponding to R results in the graph corresponding
to R"

e.g., A B A B

oor OR: ⑫ ② ⑤
R" -

③ ③⑦ ⑧↳.os -Q



x Ry =>divides y

yRxE> x Ry => is divisible by X.

Hence, R describes the "divides" relation,

and R" describes the "is divisible by" relation.

2;
s

The matrix of R is: 2 T

T - I I3 F

4 FF T

The matrix of R is the transpose of the matrix of R:

2 S 4

2 T F F

G TT T F I
8 TF T

that is, the first row of R becomes the first column of RY,

the second row of R becomes the second column of RY

the third row of R becomes the third column of R



tposition: R
is

a relation fromAtoBS isarelationone
FxtA, FzEC, x (S0R) z = 1YEB, XRy NYSE.

From a set perspective:

SoR = 9(x,2)GAXC: 14EB, (x, y) ER, (3,2) S3.

In general, one cannot compose S with R (i.e., RoSS

since the intermediary is incompatible.

From a graph perspective:
For every pair (X.2)GAXC, XCSORz if and only if
there is a path from
to z (through an element in B

e.g., A C

atofo
⑭↳
↳

cis reachable from as =>a, (S0Rc =T

&is reachable from a=>a, (S0R cz = T

2) is NOT reachable from az => ac(SOR) c3 = F



#osition from a matrix perspective:

-

a toilThe matrix of R: MR T
Ca

The matrix of 5 = Ms = b T T I.EE
The matrix of SOR is the matrix product of MR and MS,

where P + 9 (addition) is replaced by prg (disjunction),

p.9 (multiplication) is replaced by PX9 (conjunction).

Mr.Ms =

aTfToY.be
Cz Cy

T F i]T T F

C, Cz Cs

=a. (TUTTUITAT) (INFUSTATS (INTIUITNE)T I
92 (FNTIUFXTS (FNFTUIFNT) (FNTTUIFNF)

= a EcT ↑ ilF



Note that for two real matrices M, and M2:

913M. = Pp. 0u] Fai aeast
P9,t42921 P,,9,2+4,2922 P119.3 + P,2923T IM. Mz = P21GntP22921 P21912+422922 P219.3 +P22923

In general, the entry of M.. M2 on the i-th row and

3-th column is equal to (EPik9kj).

Try to compare the product of real matrices and the product

of boolean matrices and convince yourself that the matrix of

a composite relation is the product of the matrices of the

individual relations.



From now on, we consider relations from a set A to itself.

Reflexivity: R is reflexive =>FxCA, XRX. (unconditional
-

⑭metry: R is symmetric FxEA. FytA, x Ry -> yRx.

#ymmetry: R is antisymmetric ()Fx-A. FyEA. xRy x3Rx- (x=3).

#tivity: R is transitive (FxCA. FyCA, FzzA, xRyxyRz-xRz .

From a set perspective:

Reflexivity: FxEA. 1x.x)ER.

Symmetry: ExEA, FyzA. (x.4)GR = 23,x) - R
=FxEA, FyEA.*13xR)V13xR)

both are included or neither is included

Antisymmetry: ExEA. FyEA. (FY) -> 7(x4>ER x 19.4 - R)
=>Fx2A, FyEA, x593N13x1R

#most one can be included

Transitivity: FXCA, NYEA, FEEAly, z) tR + (x.2)AR

(x,y) and 19.2) cannot be both included
without also including (X.z)



From a matrix perspective:

Reflexivity: diagonal entries are TRUE. Off-diagonal entries can

be TRUE or FALSE (don't matter).
a as as 94

e.g., a ⑦ T
#

T

as
FF

#

F

as F TO T

as T T ↑ ⑦

symmetry: entries above the diagonal and their "mirror reflections"

below the diagonal need to be the same (both TRUE or both

FALSE), diagonal entries can
be TRUE or FALSE (don't mattert

& I

- #F a F-E
e.g.,

ioOFOEOii are allowed

*F & E-P

are NOT allowed

In other words, the matrix is symmetric (i.e.,equal to its

transpose).
Recall: the matrix of R" is the transpose of the matrix

of R. Thus, R is symmetric (R
= R7.



Antisymmetry: entries above the diagonal and their "mirror reflections"

below the diagonal cannot both be TRUE (can be TRUE-FALSE,

FALSE-TRUE, or FALSE-FALSE), diagonal entries can be TRUE

or FALSE (don't mattersana,

e.g., a ⑦-& FF-F &
-

- I ⑦O are allowedoOOFOOFOFT 4-9 is NOT allowed

Transitivity; not very insightful using the matrix perspective.



From a graph perspective:

Reflexivity: every Vertex has a self-loop.

e.g.,
& 8zT
#By

Symmetry: every edge is bidirectional unless it is a self-loop.
e.g.

PB

BR

Antisymmetry: there is NO bidirectional edge: self-loops are

allowed.

e.g.

g@
↓

③<-
&



Transitivity:for any two vertices (including the case where

the two vertices are the same), either the second vertex

is not reachable from the first vertex, or the second

vertex is reachable from the first vertex in hop

2.g.,

NOT transitive transitive
A T

⑭ ⑭

↓ Bed strivial
means length of

⑤<@
I

n other words, between two vertices, either there is no non-trivial

(directed) path, or the directedak has length 1.

=

iveclosure

Idea: "expand" a relation to include more "links" to make

it transitive

Definition: 1. RT is transitive

2. RRt

3. If S2 R and S is transitive, then RES.

In other words, it is the "smallest" transitive superset of R.
I most economical)

In fact, Ristionof all transitive supersets of R.



From a graph perspective: for anyxtA, YEA,
x Rty =there is a walk from x toy in the graph of R.

e.g. 1
t

R R

& T
⑭ ⑭

↓ Bio⑤<@

To determine Rt:

RR

for every (X.))tAxA:

if one cannot reach from X:

Continue

if one cannot reach from step:
R2 R+ 0 9(x,3)3.



Graph of R:

roo
& ⑨S

Ris reflexive since(a,alER, (h,bSER. (c.c) ER, IdidIER.

(All vertices in the graph has a self-loop.)
R is symmetric since (a,b) -R and (b, a) ER,

(a, d) GR and (d. a) GR. One cannot find XCA. yt A

such that (x,y) ER and (3,x) kR.

(All edges between distinct vertices are bidirectional. (

R is not transitive since (b,a)tR. (a,d)tR, but

1, d) GR.

(One can go from be too in two hops but cannot do so

in one hop. (



No.

Counterexample 1: AF P.R = 8 is both symmetric
and antisymmetric.

Counterexample 2: A = (a,b. 23, R = 31ac), cc,c is

both symmetric and antisymmetric.

*K 1: The graph of a relation that is both symmetric
and antisymmetric contains only self-loops.

#

K 2: There exist examples that are

Symmetric Not symmetric

Antisymmetric ⑭ B Y
⑳ v

Conly self-loops ( (self-Loopsa unidirectional)

=B ⑨B
Not antisymmetric d

& ②LO

&Self-Loops & bidirectional) I unidirectional a bidirectional)& self-loops



-ence relation: reflexive & symmetric a transitive

An equivalence relation & induces enceclasses,

which tition the underlying set A.

[a] = 3x- A: aRx = 73 (everything a is related to)

a is a mentative of the equivalence class [a].

*ny element of [a] can be a representative.

e.g.if A= z, xRyzx1 x EY (mode),

then [0] = [2]=[-2]=seven numbers3,

[13= [33= [-1]=Godd numbers 3.

*
order: reflexive & antisymmetric & transitive

Apartial order R describes the idea of an order,

i.e., xRy intuitively means "x precedesy".
The word "partial" means that some pairs might not

be comparable, i.e., it is possible that xRy =yR x = F.



↑

For a GA. let [a] = <xEA: aRx=7 3
.
We need to show:

8Wx[a] = A (aNx [a]= "the union of all [a] where [a] is an

equivalence class")

(e.g., if A = (a, b, c, d3, then EA[a] = [a] w[b] [c] u2d].)
② FazA. AbEA. ([a3 + [63) -> ([a] + [b] = P).

·ofof0since foreveryafA[a]CA,itis clearthattry
By the reflexivity of R. XRX ET, which implies that x+ [X].

Since [x] 2aWx[a), we get x - aCx[a]. Thus, AldA [a]
and we have proved 8.

#ofR: let's prove the contrapositive of 8, that is:

fatA, ADEA. ([a] + [b3 74) -> (ia] = [b3) .

Let a CA, bEA be arbitrary and assume that [a] n[d3 74. This

means that there exists x ( [a] + [b].Thus, xt [a], x- 1b], and

consequently aRx = bRx =7. By the symmetry of R. bRx-xRb
and thus XRb = T. By the transitivity of R. (aRxxxRb) -> aRd

and thus aRb = T.

Now, let us show [b] < [a] by taking an arbitrary ye [b].



Then, bRy = 7. By the transitivity of R. (aRb x bRyaRy
and thus aRy =7. Hence, ye [a]. This shows that [b] [9].

To show that [aj =[b], let zz [a] be arbitrary. Then, aRz = T.

By thesymmetry of R. aRb-bRa and thus bRazT.

By the transitivity of R. (bRa xaRz) + bRz and thus

bRz =7, showing that zC [b]. We have thus shown that

[a] 1[b].

By [b] < [a] and [a] 2 [b], we obtain [9]=[b] and we

have proved & by contrapositive.

#mark: this proof works even when A is an infinite

set, i.e., when A = 0, and when there are infinitely
many equivalent classes, e.g., when A= 1, x Ryz) x=Y).



#exivity: for any x-A, since x-x = 0 and 210,

X RX = 7. Therefore, R is reflexive.

Smetryforany XEA. yetherex = yRX
Therefore, R is symmetric.
-tivity: let x = A, yCA. zEA be arbitrary. Suppose that
x Ry x yRz = T. Then, 21x-y) and 21 y-z).

Since(x-y) is divisible by 2 and 19-z) is divisible by 2,
1x=z) = (x-y) + 1y-z) is also divisible by 2, which shows

that xRz = 7. Therefore, R is transitive.

Since R is reflexive, symmetric, and transitive, R is

an equivalence relation.

↓mark: one can use essentially the same proof to show that:

for any positive integer n, the relation

x Ry =n1<x-y) E> x = (mod n)

is an equivalence relation.



Additional exercise (2018 (A2)

The graph of R: -B

①

1. R is not reflexive since (a. a)R. (Not all vertices have

self-loop. (

&is symmetric since (a, b) CR and (b, a) CR, (c.d) ER

and (dic) ER. One cannot find xEA, yEA such that

↳x ,y) ER and 19,x) PR. (All edges between distinct vertices

are bidirectional.)

R is not antisymmetric since (a, b) ER and (b, a)ER but

a +6. (There is a bidirectional edge between distinct vertices.)
R is not transitive since (a,b) GR and (b. a)ER but

(a, a) GR. (One can go from a to a in two hops but

cannot do so in one hop.



2.BO

⑮
aRa = Tsince ab- a

bRtb = T since b- a -> b

cRc =T since c -> d -><

dR*d = T since d ->c d

R= ((a, b), (p. 2), (c.d), (d.2), (a, 9), (6.2), (c.cs, (d,d33.



Additional exercise (2016 (A2)

The matrix of R is an nxu matrix of boolean values.

I
In this new matrix, there are n' entries including:toffo n diagonal entries:

/ En entries above the diagonal;
In entries below the diagonal.

Moreover, entries above the diagonal and entries below the diagonal

form U Fairs O-0.

1a). We choose such a matrix with no restriction (i.e.2 choices
&

for each entry). Answer: 2"

Alternatively, IPCAXAll= 2
1AxAl

= 21A1A) = 24

1)In a reflexive relation: the diagonal entries must beT(/choice),

the off-diagonal entries can be T or F(2 choices).

Answer: 1.24 = zh-4



1) In a symmetric relation: the diagonal entries can be

↑

or F(2 choices), each hair of entries above and

belowthediagonalcan beOOtorOF
OF

Alternatively, every symmetric relation corresponds to a

symmetric boolean matrix. Every symmetric matrix is fully
determined by the entries in the upper triangular submatrix

(i.e., entries on the diagonal and above the diagonal) since

entries below the diagonal are "mirror images" of entries

above the diagonal. Since there are- entries
#

in the upper triangular submatrix, there are 2
=

symmetric
relations



Additional exercise (2020 (A2)

#exivity: for anyx-A. 1x,xTER and 1xx)tS due to
-

the reflexivity of R and S. Thus, 1.XGRLS and

RIS is reflexive.

#mmetry: let xEA, YEA be arbitrary. Suppose that

<xy) GRMS and 19, x) zRMS. Then, (x, y) ER, l,x)ER,

<x.4) -S, 1y.x) CS. By the antisymmetry of R.
1(x,y) ER) x (ly, x) (R) -> x = y). Similarly, by the antisymmetry of 5,

(1x.37 t3) xly.x)ES) -> x= y). Thus, x = y and RRS is

antisymmetric.
·this part is optional

#tivity: let x - A, ytA, ECA be arbitrary. Suppose-

that (x.4) ERMS and 19, 2) GR 15. Then, (x,y)ER,

1, 2)ER. (x, y) -S, 1Y,ELES. By the transitivity of R.
(x,y)ER) x (ly.2) (R) -> (x.z) (R). Similarly, by the transitivity of 3,
(x197ES) x (27,27Es) -> (x2)ES). Since (x,2)ER and 1x127tS,

1x,z)ERIS. Thus, RIS is transitive.

We conclude that RIS is a partial order.



Additional challenges

Let R be such an antisymmetric relation. The matrix of R

is an nxu matrix of boolean values.

I
In this new matrix, there are:

toffo A diagonal entriesthe diagonal;/

In entries below the diagonal.

Moreover, entries above the diagonal and entries below the diagonal

form U Fairs O-0.

When choosing an antisymmetric relation, the diagonal entries

can be or F(2 choices), each hair of entries above

and below the diagonal can be P-E, F-B, or F-E

(3 choices).

Therefore, there are 22.3antisymmetric relations.



Let A = 1. 2. 3.43. Each equivalence relation on A

corresponds to a unique partition of A by its induced

equivalence classes. (Equivalence classes are not ordered, e.g.,

(1.23593,43 and 23.43091.23 correspond to the same

equivalence relation. (

Case 1: there is a single equivalence class, namely (1, 2, 3,43.
T

here is only 1 such equivalence relation.

Case 2: there are two equivalence classes with cardinalities

2 and 2. There are #) = 3 such equivalence

relations. We choose 2 elements out of 11.2. 3,43,

but choosing [1.23 and choosing 33,43 result in the

same equivalence relation.

Partitions:(1,23093.43, 31.33 092.43, (1,43092.33

Case 3: there are two equivalence classes with cardinalities

3 and 1. There are (s) = 4 such equivalence relations.

Partitions:(1.2,330943, (1.2,430933, (113.43 0923,

92.3,430913.



Case 4: There are 3 equivalence classes (with cardinalities

2, I, and 1). There are (P) = 6 such equivalence
relations.

Partitions: (1,230933 0943, 91.33 v9230943,

9 1.43 5 923 0933, 32.330913 2943,

92.430 913 5933,93.430913 0323.

Case 5: there are 4 equivalence classes (13,323,933,943,

There is only I such equivalence relation.

Answer: there are 1+3+4+6+1=15 equivalence relations

on 31.2, 3, 43.



(a) Let R be such a relation. The matrix of R is an nxu

matrix of boolean values.

I
In this new matrix, there are:

toffo A diagonal entriesthe diagonal;/

In entries below the diagonal.

Moreover, entries above the diagonal and entries below the diagonal

form U Fairs O-0.

When choosing a relation that is simultaneously an equivalence

relation and a partial order, the diagonal entries must all be

↑

(by reflexivity), each air of entries above and

below the diagonal must be EFE (by symmetry and

antisymmetry). This leaves us with one relation, with all

diagonal entries being T and all off-diagonal entries being F.

This relation is simultaneously reflexive, symmetric,
antisymmetric, and transitive.

Answer: 1.


